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Dear reader, 

 

You are currently looking at the election program of the ‘Partij voor de Utrechtste Student’ (Party for the 

students of Utrecht). The PvdUS was founded in 2007 in order to give actively engaged students a voice. Over 

the years, the party has become a broad party, representing the interests of a (huge) variety of students, all of 

them considered to be sprightly engaged in student-life. This particularly comes forward when looking at the 

different backgrounds of our eligible people. As a party we are convinced that one’s years as a student have 

more to offer than solely the course a student follows. By gaining a variety of experiences, students will be 

molded into people that can hold themselves strong in the cold civil society. 

 

In my experience, this side of student life is often forgotten. The pressure of achieving high marks has 

incredibly increased. This increase is a direct result of replacing a system in which a student gets tuition fees 

from the government for taking courses, to a system in which a student doesn’t get this help and has to apply 

for a loan. Freshman students have to deal with a new environment, a new way of education and even 

independent living. On top of that, there’s the obligation to pass almost all of the exams in one's first year of 

studying. 

 

This increased pressure is not restricted to study results only, but stretches itself to all kinds of other activities. 

Students feel the need to have a fully packed resume, rather than worrying about the actual content of those 

activities. 

 

As a result to this, I am incredibly proud to be the leading candidate of this beautiful party (we have). I am 

confident that the PvdUS in the upcoming year, just like last years, can exert its influence to make the lives of 

students more pleasant. 

 

In this election program, PvdUS has laid down how it’s going to achieve this goal. The common thread 

throughout this program will be the actively engaged student, in the broadest meaning of the concept. 

 

With kind regards, I sign, 

 

 

 

 

 

Lars Bakker 

Party leader, Partij voor de Utrechtse Student ‘19|’20 
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Focus points  

Flexibility (page 4) 

- Introduce flex studying university-wide. 

- Achieve the possibility to complete a board year while following an honours programme. 

- Extend opening hours of university buildings and the university library. 

- Continue the access policy of the library during exam periods. 

 

Education (page 5) 

- No more mandatory lectures 

- More knowledge clips and, where possible, recorded lectures 

- One centrally decided policy on retakes, where a grade higher than 6.0 is possible 

- One digital learning environment 

 

Student associations’ culture (page 7)  

- Achieve a relationship based on trust instead of distrust. 

- Realise social certificates. 

- Vouch for the freedom of organisations to carry out their own association culture. 

- Achieve a more realistic subsidy policy for student organisations. 

 

Student wellbeing (page 8)  
- Prevent wellbeing problems instead of curing them. 

- Break the taboo on mental issues. 

- Realise accessible student psychologists and proactive study advisors. 

- Reduce mutual competition amongst students: study together instead of against each other.   

 

Student sports (page 9)  

- Re-introduce subsidy for SHOT-organisations. 

- Maintain active lobbying from the UU for her sporting students. 

 

Sustainability (page 10) 

- Support UU’s sustainability ambitions and research. 

- Offer Chromebooks during open book exams, only offer syllabuses online. 

- Promote biological food and vegetarian options: but leave the choice with the students. 

- Put UU’s money in a sustainable bank. 

- Promote consciousness about sustainability amongst students, employees and organisations. 

 

Studenten housing (page 12) 

- A more lenient policy for new student houses in the city centre.  

- A more attainable housing market for (international) students.  

- Better housing at the USP. 

- A more lively USP. 

 

Internationalisation (page 13) 

- Only language change in courses within good reason. 

- Internationalisation that does not decrease the quality of education. 

- Perseverance of the dutch language to keep maintain connection with society. 

- More language courses provided by the UU for (international) students and teachers. 
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Flexibility 

 

The UU is an important contributor to a lively city centre. Because of the presence of many students, the city 

has a nice atmosphere to it. There are many different student organisations, which a student can join to expand 

their horizon. The PvdUS finds these organisations very important, and values the financial support of the UU 

towards certain groups of students. This way, students can continue to contribute to the student community. 

A problem that PvdUS has devoted itself to in the past, and is still devoting itself to, is that many students pay 

full tuition, without studying at UU fulltime. This because they are busy with other activities besides their 

regular studies, like doing an internship, doing intensive committee work at an organization, or even studying 

abroad. 

  

In the past year, the UU has introduced a pilot ‘flex studying’, an idea that was initiated by PvdUS two years 

ago. Flex studying is a new form of education which is better suitable to the wishes and needs of the modern 

student. This new form allows students to pay per credit instead of for the whole academic year. This way, 

tuition is raised proportionally to the planned education. This gives students a chance to combine studying 

with other activities. Flex studying is currently still in the process of starting up, but the PvdUS wants to make 

sure it will grow to become a provision for every student. 

  

The possibility to complete a board year at a student organization also belongs to flexible studying. Often, 

honours students do not have the option to fulfill a board year, because of the rules of an honours programme 

(which don’t allow students to have a year delay in their studies). As a consequence, a student has to choose 

between a board year or an honours certificate. PvdUS advocates a moderation  of this policy, because a board 

year can count as an enrichment to somebody’s capacities. It does not, in essence, contrast with the 

fundaments of honours programmes. 

  

The opening hours of university buildings are an additional instrument with which flexibility towards students 

can be encouraged. Exam periods often fluctuate per study programme, which causes many students not 

being able to profit from the adjusted opening hours during official exam periods. Therefore, the exam periods 

on which the university library bases its adjusted opening hours should be extended. In addition, not just the 

library needs to handle these adjusted opening hours, but other university buildings as well (Janskerkhof 2-3, 

Kromme Nieuwegracht 80, etc.). The library shouldn’t be the only hideaway for students during late exam 

nights. 

  

In the past years, PvdUS advocated that only UU students should have access to the library during exam 

periods. In 2018, UU has launched a successful pilot to test this plan. It will now be transformed into official 

policy. PvdUS is very happy with this step and would like to see this period extended with a week, in 

conjunction with the extended official exam period.   

 

For you, PvdUS wants to: 

 
- Introduce flex studying university-wide. 

- Achieve the possibility to complete a board year while following an honours programme. 

- Extend opening hours of university buildings and the university library. 

- Continue the access policy of the library during exam periods. 
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Education 

 

The time someone has as a student is the bridge between a careless yought and being an adult. That the 

students at a University carry a certain amount of independence and responsibility is well known. It seems that 

at times the University sees her students as irresponsible and implements patronizing policy’s. The PvdUS does 

not want to see this schoolish behavior within the university. That would cost the students their flexibility and 

would slow their personal and independent growth.  

 

For many courses the lectures are mandatory to attend. We believe that it is the students’ own responsibility 

to attend their lectures or not. The punishment of not attending would in itself be felt by lower grades. If the 

student would still maintain the same grade average, by studying sufficiently by themselves, the PvdUS would 

zee no issue.  

 

Furthermore, the PvdUS thinks that the increased usage of knowledge-clips would be helpful. For teachers it 

would spare them a lot of time since they could re-use the clips in the coming years. For the student it increases 

flexibility since they can learn what is in the clip at their own time. When using knowledge clips the seminars 

can be more substantial since the basal knowledge is already known bij the students who studied the clips. 

Lectures, where possible, should be recorded. Recorded lectures can offer the same benefits as the knowledge 

clips, but should not replace one-on-one contact. In the end the PvdUS believes that knowledge clips and 

recorded lectures can offer students more independence and flexibility.  

 

Switching between seminars is another example of lack of independence left to the students. Often students 

can’t change between seminars without a clear reason why. The PvdUS wants a more flexible policy regarding 

seminar switching. That would complement the UU’s policy of giving students the space of independently fill 

in their degree program.  

 

Another patronizing policy that the UU had implemented in certain studies is the retake-policy. When as 

students had to retake their text the highest grade they can obtain is a 6.0. The reason why is unclear and it 

discourages people to go to these retakes. This is especially disadvantageous for honours students who need 

to keep their average grade at a high minimum. A central retake-policy is therefore seen as very important for 

the PvdUS.  

 

Next to our previously mentioned objectives a high quality of education is very important for us. The education 

provided at the UU is quite good at the moment. In various quality tests the UU scores very good. However 

these tests focus mainly on number of publications affiliated to the university and the awards given to the 

scientists behind these publications. The importance of the education quality for students is often forgotten. 

The PvdUS wants to preserve the quality of scientific research an the publications that come with this while 

mainly focussing on the improvement of education, especially on the policies that affect the student directly.  
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For instance, the digital learning environment that students currently use are a lot of differently operating 

systems e.g., Blackboard, MyTimetable, Osiris and Lecturenet. The UU has a properly functioning ICT 

department and thus making one digital learning environment should not be hard at all. This would improve 

the quality of education in a very basal manner. Another quality related point is the capacity thesis-counselors 

have. Currently thesis-counselors still have a great influence on the outcome of one’s thesis. This can have an 

either positive or negative outcome for the result, which is a great risk. To prevent this, the PvdUS advocates 

for a more equivalent quality level amongst thesis-counselors. 

 

For you, PvdUS wants: 

 
- No more mandatory lectures 

- More knowledge clips and, where possible, recorded lectures 

- One centrally decided policy on retakes, where a grade higher than 6.0 is possible 

- One digital learning environment 
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Student associations’ culture 
 

Board members of student associations are rightfully compensated for the delay they obtain in their education 

by the UU with board grants. The existence of these organisations is dependent on this. These grants make 

sure that students are willing to take place in a board and a wider range of students is able to gain a valuable 

board experience. Within these organisations every student of Utrecht can evolve and relax. It is a good thing 

the UU acknowledges, supports and appreciates the diversity of the student associations. In collaboration with 

the HU, PvdUS is working on realizing social certificates. These include certificates that will be granted to board 

members who have successfully finished a board year at an organisation. These can be granted to students by 

either HU or UU. With this, UU can not only grant her students financial support, but also actual social 

appreciation. 

PvdUS has been closely involved within discussions about codes of conduct for student organisations. These 

codes of conduct include many agreements that UU and her student organisations have made together. It is 

understandable that UU wants to make agreements with organisations, since the university and these 

organisations are inseparably connected. PvdUS will make sure that this relationship will be based on trust 

instead of distrust. For this, it’s important that organisations will, in principle, maintain the ability to arrange 

their society the way they want, without restrictions or interference from the university. 

Currently the rule is that 80% of the members of a student organisation have to study at HU or UU, if the 

organisation wants to maintain the ability to be granted board subsidy from the university. PvdUS thinks this 

percentage is not of this time anymore. Because of the increased mobility in the Randstad and a university 

that stimulates students to look beyond the walls of its own institution, it’s getting harder and harder for 

student organisations to fulfil the 80% mark. Therefore, PvdUS has submitted a note on behalf of the University 

Council to lower this ‘80/20 regulation’ to 70/30 and include students from other higher education institutes 

in Utrecht in this 70% (such as HKU, University of Humanistic Studies, Marnic Academy, University of Applied 

Sciences for Physiotherapy Thim van der Laan, Schoevers Utrecht and TIO University of Applied Sciences). 

Compared to other Dutch student cities, this distribution should be more than reasonable. PvdUS will stay 

committed to realising a better regulation concerning the distribution of board subsidies, especially forasmuch 

the new policy framework, which will be discussed and voted about in December 2019.   

 

For you, PvdUS wants to: 

- Achieve a relationship based on trust instead of distrust. 

- Realise social certificates. 

- Vouch for the freedom of organisations to carry out their own association culture. 

- Achieve a more realistic subsidy policy for student organisations. 
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Student wellbeing  
 

More and more students are experiencing negative effects of the pressure to perform. Students are expected 

to finish their studies in short periods of time, while they have to get loans from the governments and while 

their debts are piling up. In addition, they often have to balance a side job with their classes while making sure 

they are performing as much unpaid extracurricular activities as possible. All of this so that they can increase 

their chances of getting a future job at the competitive labour market of today. More and more students are 

coping with anxiety, stress and depressive complaints and there is an increase in the use of concentration-

enhancing drugs such as amphetamine and Ritalin. Psychological problems are too often not recognized, or 

recognized too late, because in general, it’s hard for students to talk about their problems with their peers. 

PvdUS is taking this problem very seriously, and has therefore taken place in the Taskforce Student Well-being. 

We think that everyone should be able to make the best of themselves in a responsible way. Despite the 

Taskforce having great ideas, we see that there is still a long way to go. PvdUS wants to see a permanent 

continuation, and grant her more support. We would also like to see the Week of the Wellbeing returned 

annually. The Tweede Kamer has only set up an investigation around the national student wellbeing in the 

beginning of this year and waiting lists for student psychologists are unacceptably long. 

PvdUS doesn’t see these as individual problems, but as a consequence of the system as a whole. Therefore, 

system-wide, we need to find out how we can prevent psychological problems instead of solving them. We 

advocate for a change of culture at the university. People need to become aware of the negative effects of the 

pressure to perform, and realise that there should not be a taboo anymore on talking about psychological 

problems. In addition, we want the university to increase efforts to recognize psychological problems and offer 

professional and accessible help to her students. A study advisor should increasingly get a role as a tutor, and 

should proactively be working with the wellbeing of students. There should also be shorter waiting lists for 

student psychologists. It’s unacceptable that there are still people falling through the cracks of the system. It’s 

about time that the university is going to take responsibility over the wellbeing of her students. 

 

For you, PvdUS wants to: 

- Prevent wellbeing problems instead of curing them. 

- Break the taboo on mental issues. 

- Realise accessible student psychologists and proactive study advisors. 

- Reduce mutual competition amongst students: study together instead of against each other.   

- UU eerste lobbyist voor haar studenten. 
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Student sports 

 

An essential part of student life is student sports. In the past year, more than a fifth of the students in Utrecht 

were part of a student sport organisation. However, the university has a long way to go in facilitating student 

sport. Not just with regard to Uithof-related sport facilities, where it’s important that sports fields are getting 

improved or replaced, but also outside the Uithof. 

The most important element that PvdUS has advocated last year – and that PvdUS will continue to advocate 

in the next year – is the distribution of subsidies. Momentarily, the SHOT-organisations (Spin, Histos, ORCA 

and Triton) do not get a subsidy from the University. This because the organisation which divides this money 

(Mesa Cosa) obligates the members of those associations to buy an OlymPas. Only if the organisation meets 

this requirement, it will be granted subsidy from Mesa Cosa. The reason that SHOT-organisations don’t want 

to obligate their members to buy an OlymPas, is because they already have facilities, a café and sport material 

of their own. In addition, the latest negotiations have brought forward that SHOT-organisations will only 

receive 10 Euros of subsidy per member. This amount does not stand in proportion to the costs of an OlymPas. 

Additionally, PvdUS wants more transparency within Mesa Cosa. Currently, in our opinion, it’s not clear what 

they are doing and how they are doing it. PvdUS will support the SHOT-organisations in their negotiations 

which are necessary to convince UU and Mesa Cosa that the distribution of subsidy is unfair and requires more 

transparency. 

Thereby the UU also needs to cooperate better with the municipalities. The municipalities need to see the 

importance of student sport. For example, word goes that the municipality of Utrecht is going to build more 

bridges which will bother rowers and complicate their training. The UU needs to use its lobby powers for its 

students needs when negotiating with the municipalities. 

 

For you, PvdUS wants to: 

- Re-introduce subsidy for SHOT-organisations. 

- Maintain active lobbying from the UU for her sporting students. 
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Sustainability 

 

Sustainability is an important subject in today’s society. Together, we want our next generations to be able to 

grow up in a green and healthy environment. To achieve this, everyone needs to put in some effort. Utrecht 

University too. UU is already doing a lot of research in the field of sustainability. If we want to be able to shut 

down gaswinning in Groningen, it’s extra important that UU’s ambition to become completely carbon dioxide-

neutral by 2030 gets realized. 

PvdUS wants to contribute to this goal by stimulating the expansion of the current geothermal heat pump 

systems the Uithof. In this system, water that has been heated up by solar energy gets saved within water 

holding layers underground. This water gets used during wintertime to heat up the buildings. In other 

underground places, cold water gets pumped in to be used as a cooling system during summertime. An 

expansion of this system will eventually enable the complete Uithof to be warmed up and cooled down in a 

sustainable way. In addition, we want to support research around the use of restwarmth from the cogeneration 

plants at the Uithof as high-temperature storage (up until 90 degrees Celsius) as an addition to the existing 

warmth-cold storage system, to make sure this restwarmth doesn’t get lost into the atmosphere. With this, we 

need to realize a huge decrease in the generation of energy from cogeneration plants and an expansion of 

sustainable options. 

In this, we support the ambitions of the Province of Utrecht to research the generation of geothermal heat as 

an additional sustainable energy source. We want to cover more roofs with solar panels and solar collectors, 

and we support the project that tries to collect wind energy at the Uithof. In addition, we want more charging 

points for electrical cars at the Uithof, so that the storage capacity of sustainable energy gets increased and 

sustainable transport becomes an option. We will pay attention that with every new tender of rental cars, 

electrical vehicles are an option. Europcar does not offer electrical vehicles currently. 

In 2015 and 2016, PvdUS was closely involved with the suggestion that UU would transfer to a more sustainable 

bank. The board, at that time, agreed to look into more sustainable ways to spend UU money, in cooperation 

with ABN Amro. In the previous year it appeared that barely anything had been done with this promise. The 

board promised to pick it up again. This year, we will pay close attention and make sure that something is 

actually going to change now.  

In addition, many University buildings (especially downtown) could make more of an effort to realize 

sustainability and a decrease in the use of energy. We want to make sure every building recycles its trash, is 

isolated as good as possible, generates as little trash as possible and uses its water and paper in a sustainable 

way. 

In addition, PvdUS wants to make sure Chromebooks are available for open-book exams. This way, literature 

can be put on the computers, so that huge amounts of paper can be saved that is normally printed for merely 

one exam. Additionally, syllabuses for each course should only be made available online, not on paper. 
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In the last couple of years, UU has been trying to promote vegetarian food. Some say UU should be completely 

meat-free in a couple of years. With regard to sustainability, PvdUS promotes the consumption of vegetarian 

food, however, freedom of choice is important to us as well, so we believe people should be able to choose 

sustainable and biologically produced meat in addition to vegetarian food. Sustainable meat should be able 

to contribute more to students’ awareness than having no meat at all, because students will go to the 

supermarket to buy meat anyways. We don’t agree on pressuring students towards sustainability, instead, we 

want to raise as much awareness amongst students as possible. 

Lastly, PvdUS is always closely connected to an active student life. A lot of student organizations carry out 

ambitions to become more sustainable. We would like to see the UU share her expertise on the subject with 

student organizations, so that they can raise awareness amongst their members and make their buildings and 

business operations more sustainable as well. 

 

For you, PvdUS wants to: 

- Support UU’s sustainability ambitions and research. 

- Offer Chromebooks during open book exams, only offer syllabuses online. 

- Promote biological food and vegetarian options: but leave the choice with the students. 

- Put UU’s money in a sustainable bank. 

- Promote consciousness about sustainability amongst students, employees and organisations. 
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Studenten housing 

 

For students it gets increasingly difficult to find proper housing in Utrecht. Many students have to travel far to 

Utrecht and keep applying endlessly for homes. Especially for international students this is a big problem, 

because they are less familiar with the housing market in Utrecht.  

The PvdUS wants the University to actively make sure that there will be more housing on the USP and that the 

USP will be a more welcoming place to live. This would also diminish the shortage problem for rooms in the 

city centre. The UU should grant more land to housing corporations for the expansion of available housing. 

Furthermore the facilities at the USP should be improved; i.e. a proper supermarket, student hang-outs, like 

bars, with independent closing times and better accessibility of the USP in the evening and weekends.  

At present getting a permit for a new student house in the city centre is next to impossible. The students living 

there can not be registered within Utrecht, and get excluded from many normal student amenities. The UU, as 

an influential organisation within Utrecht, should talk with the municipality for a more lenient modification of 

this policy. In short, the PvdUS wants more attainable and more housing with a more lively USP.  

 

For you, PvdUS wants: 

- A more lenient policy for new student houses in the city centre. 

- A more attainable housing market for (international) students. 

- Better housing at the USP. 

- A more lively USP. 
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Internationalisation  
 

The UU is very busy with internationalising the university. This offers many chances for students to get 

acquainted with foreign countries, that is regarding students coming here to Utrecht and our own students 

leaving abroad. The PvdUS deems it important for students to have the opportunity to study abroad. This is a 

good way to broaden your horizon and experience cultures other than your own. The experience of studying 

abroad or doing an internship abroad contributes to the personal development and independency of students. 

Due to the PvdUS encouraging the development of students next to their studies, we encourage this form of 

internationalization at the UU.  

The internationalisation of the UU also has its downsides. The UU forces too many degree programmes to 

have at least one english course. This form of internationalization forces English as main the language at the 

UU, that is changing the language of a course without looking at the functionality of this. Student experience 

shows that this can lower the quality of education. A common reason is that dutch teachers do not speak 

english as high as is needed for depth in the course. This is why the UU should offer proper english courses 

for their dutch teachers, when english is needed.  

In addition, it is also absurd to speak English in a seminar with only Dutch students. A seminar full of Dutch 

students who do not speak English fluently with each other is ofcourse not necessarily an international 

classroom. However, the UU should keep encouraging people to seek literature in languages other that their 

own native language, which can only broaden their scientific horizon, without lowering the interactive level of 

the seminars that students follow by changing the whole course. 

The PvdUS also stands for the protection of the dutch language within the UU. If the UU wants to keep in close 

contact to the society it lives in, there can not be a big language barrier. A switch from Dutch to English in the 

whole University broadens the gap between university and society. Whomever comes to teach, study and live 

in utrecht should eventually learn the dutch language, to also connect to the society. The UU should offer that 

opportunity by providing dutch language courses for people who come to the UU.  

Internationalisation should be functional. Therefore the change of the language of a course should be left over 

to the degree programs themselves. They have the best view of what a certain course or degree program 

needs for better education. Changing the language of a course without proper cause or demand for it, paints 

the picture of changing for the wrong reasons. 

 

For you, PvdUS wants: 

 

- Only language change in courses within good reason. 

- Internationalisation that does not decrease the quality of education. 

- Perseverance of the dutch language to keep maintain connection with society. 

- More language courses provided by the UU for (international) students and teachers. 
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